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Abstract: Signal processing techniques for mitigating intra-channel and inter-channel fiber 
nonlinearities are reviewed. More detailed descriptions of three specific examples highlight the 
diversity of the electronic and optical approaches that have been investigated.
1. Introduction 
Intra-channel and inter-channel fiber nonlinearities are major impairments in coherent transmission systems that limit 
the achievable transmission distance [1]. Consequently, a wide variety of signal processing techniques for mitigating 
the performance implications of fiber nonlinearities have been investigated. Key distinguishing features of these 
techniques are their complexities, their capabilities to mitigate intra-channel or inter-channel nonlinearities, and 
whether the implementation uses digital signal processing and/or all-optical signal processing. An important challenge 
is to achieve useful improvements in system performance with acceptable levels of implementation complexity. 
In broad terms, the techniques for reducing the impact of fiber nonlinearities on system performance include those 
that use compensation of the nonlinearity-induced signal distortion and those that make signal propagation more 
tolerant to fiber nonlinearities. The former category includes (i) single-channel and multi-channel digital back 
propagation using the coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equation (CNLSE) [2, 3], (ii) Volterra series nonlinear equalizers 
[4], (iii) perturbation solutions to the CNLSE [5-7], (iv) compensation of the nonlinear phase noise [8], and (v) optical 
phase conjugation [9]. The latter category includes (i) optical pulse shaping [10], (ii) subcarrier modulation [11], (iii) 
nonlinear noise squeezing that occurs for real-valued signals [12] or conjugated twin waves in the polarization domain 
[13], and (iv) constellation design [14-16]. Signal processing techniques for mitigating fiber nonlinearities are 
reviewed with specific examples illustrating the diversity of the techniques that have been explored. 
2.  Pre-compensation for intra-channel fiber nonlinearities 
The perturbation-based pre-compensation technique compensates accumulated nonlinearities with only one 
computation step and can be implemented with one sample per symbol [5]. However, calculation of the nonlinear 
perturbation involves single and double summations that are functions of the transmitted symbol sequence and 
perturbative expansion coefficients ሼܥ௠ǡ௡ሽǤ The required number of terms in the summations can be reduced by using 
symmetric electronic dispersion compensation (SEDC) and root-raised-cosine (RRC) pulse shaping [7]. With SEDC 
two simplifications result: (i) the real parts of the ሼܥ௠ǡ௡ሽ coefficients are zero and (ii) the imaginary parts are calculated 
based on half the link length. In combination with a RRC pulse shape, this reduces the dispersion induced pulse 
spreading and hence the required number of terms in the truncated summations. 
For a 128 Gbit/s DP 16-QAM signal and transmission over 3600 km of standard single mode fiber with EDFA 
amplification, the dependence of the BER on launch power is shown in Fig. 1 for linear post-compensation for 
dispersion (LC), symmetric linear pre- and post-compensation for dispersion (LC-SEDC), and RRC-SEDC nonlinear 
pre-compensation. The roll-off factor for the RRC pulse shape was 0.1 and the number of terms in the truncated 
summations for the RRC-SEDC algorithm was based on ʹͲଵ଴หܥ௠ǡ௡Ȁܥ଴ǡ଴ห> -35 dB. The dependence of the BER 
at optimum launch power on fiber length for the three algorithms is shown in Fig. 2. For a forward error correction 
(FEC) coding bit error ratio (BER) threshold of 0.02, transmission over 4200 km of fiber was achieved with RRC-
SEDC nonlinear pre-compensation, an increase of 900 km relative to LC and LC-SEDC, a net benefit of around 1.2 dB. 
3.  Constellation formats tolerant to inter-channel fiber nonlinearities 
The simultaneous in-phase and quadrature modulation of two orthogonally polarized carriers may be referred to as 
four-dimensional (4D) modulation [16]. By defining constellation symbols based on 4D modulation of two adjacent 
symbol periods, eight-dimensional (8D) modulation is obtained [14, 15]. An 8D power and polarization balanced 
modulation format (denoted the X-constellation) is related to the biorthogonal format by a real-valued 8D rotation 
which preserves Euclidian distance and is designed to provide a constant power and zero degree of polarization in all 
8D symbol periods [13]. This has been used to reduce cross-polarization modulation in dispersion managed systems 
as a result of zeroing the degree of polarization. 
Fig. 1. Dependence of the BER on the optical launch power for a fiber 
length of 3600 km. 
Fig. 2. Dependence of the BER at optimum launch power on the fiber 
length. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the dependence of the BER on electrical signal-to-noise ratio (simulated back-to-back 35 Gbaud 
system) for the four-dimensional DP BPSK, 8D biorthogonal, and X-constellation modulation formats. All these 
formats operate at a spectral efficiency of two bits per dual polarization signaling interval (time slot). The dependence 
of the relative net system margin on launch power is shown in Fig. 4 for the center channel of a 9 channel 35 Gbaud 
system (40 GHz channel spacing) propagating over 50u80 km spans of E-LEAF fiber with 90% inline compensation 
at each repeater. The closed and open symbols show the largest and smallest relative margins as the polarization states 
of the interfering channels at the input of the system are varied with respect to the center channel. The power and 
polarization balanced X-constellation format is virtually independent of the polarization states of the neighboring 
channels; the margin improves by 1.8 dB relative to DP BPSK with optimum polarization alignment. 
Fig. 3.  Dependence of the bit error ratio on the electrical signal-to-
noise ratio.
Fig. 4. The net system margin relative to the maximum system margin. 
4.  Optical phase conjugation and digital backpropagation 
Mitigation of the effects of fiber nonlinearities using digital signal processing is eventually limited by stochastic effects 
such as amplified spontaneous emission noise and polarization mode dispersion (PMD) [17]. A simple modification 
is to add an optical phase conjugator (OPC) close to the mid-point of a link, which compensates for deterministic 
nonlinearities and disrupts the accumulation of parametric noise amplification [9]. It is conceivable that conditions 
such as dispersion-power symmetry could be satisfied using appropriate Raman amplified links [18], but locating an 
OPC at the exact mid-point would be difficult. However, since OPC compensates for the bulk of the nonlinear 
impairments, it may be readily combined with digital back propagation (DBP) to compensate for the residual 
nonlinearity [19]. The impact of the OPC being offset slightly from the center of the link on the performance of a 2100 
km DP 64-QAM system (75 km spans) is shown in Fig. 5. The BER is plotted for systems with LC, DBP with an OPC 
offset from the mid-point of the link and different levels of DBP accuracy. Without DBP exact OPC mid-point 
placement is essential while 99.99% accurate DBP allows the OPC to be displaced more than 350 km from the mid-
point. The combination of OPC/DBP relaxes both the required DBP accuracy and the OPC placement, and offers a 
performance benefit. The complexity/accuracy trade-off is summarized in Fig. 6 where the required DBP complexity 
to accommodate an OPC offset from link mid-point by one span is plotted as a function of fiber length for a variety 
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of modulation formats (target BER of 10-3). Substantial performance benefit may be retained even if the OPC is 
displaced from the mid-point by a whole span provided the DBP accuracy exceeds around 90%.  
Fig. 5. Dependence of the bit error ratio on the OPC offset from link 
mid-point for a range of DBP performance levels. 
Fig. 6. Minimum required DBP accuracy to accommodate an OPC 
offset from link mid-point by one span. 
5.  Summary 
Electronic and optical techniques have been considered to illustrate the diversity of approaches that have been 
investigated for mitigating the effects of fiber nonlinearities on system performance. 
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